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ABSTRACT

We present Sheet Sage, a system designed to tran-
scribe Western multitrack music into lead sheets: human-
readable scores which indicate melody and harmony. The
potential use cases for reliable lead sheet transcription are
broad and include music performance, education, interac-
tion, informatics, and generation. However, the task is
challenging because it involves many subtasks: beat track-
ing, key detection, chord recognition, and melody tran-
scription. A major obstacle is melody transcription which,
while arguably simpler for humans than chord recogni-
tion, remains a challenging task for MIR. Here we leverage
recent advancements in audio pre-training to break new
ground on this task, resulting in a system which can reli-
ably detect and transcribe the melody in multitrack record-
ings. By combining this new melody transcription ap-
proach with existing strategies for other subtasks, Sheet
Sage can transcribe recordings into score representations
which echo the musical understanding of human experts. 1

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Western music canon, a musical composition can
often be characterized by its melody and harmony. When
engraved as a lead sheet—a musical score containing the
melody as notes on a staff and the harmony as chord
names—melody and harmony can be readily interpreted by
musicians, enabling recognizable performances of existing
pieces. Hence, for some music, a lead sheet represents the
essence of its underlying composition.

A system which reliably transcribes multitrack record-
ings into lead sheets could potentially enrich human music
practice by decreasing the effort required for performing
existing pieces, which in turn might also increase engage-
ment in music education through curricula tailored to stu-
dent preferences. Moreover, such a system could act as a
preprocessing component for MIR pipelines to help facil-
itate interaction [1], informatics [2], retrieval [3], source
separation [4], and generation [5]. Despite the numerous
potential benefits, to the best of our knowledge such a sys-
tem does not currently exist, and building one is challeng-
ing as it requires the combination of many individually-

1 Examples: http://chrisdonahue.com/sheetsage-lbd
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difficult MIR tasks: beat tracking, key detection, chord
recognition, and melody transcription.

Among these tasks, melody transcription—defined here
as converting multitrack audio to a time-aligned, mono-
phonic sequence of equal-tempered notes constituting its
melody—is perhaps the furthest from a reliable solution.
A closely-related problem that has received considerable
attention in MIR is melody extraction [6], which involves
estimating the time-varying fundamental frequency trajec-
tory of the melody in multitrack audio (see [7] for a com-
prehensive review). While melody extraction is useful for
several downstream tasks and is more inclusive of music
which does not use equal temperament, its outputs cannot
be readily converted into familiar music formats like MIDI
or scores. It is possible to segment the outputs of melody
extraction into notes [8], however it stands to reason that
the audio contains information about note boundaries that
fundamental frequency trajectories lack.

In this work, we break new ground on melody transcrip-
tion by combining advancements in audio pre-training with
a large collection of labeled data for this task. Specifi-
cally, we collect and align around 50 hours of paired au-
dio segments and human-transcribed melodies from Hook-
theory [11]. To model this dataset effectively, we lever-
age audio representations from Jukebox [10], a genera-
tive model pre-trained on one million multitrack record-
ings. These representations were recently shown to be
powerful features for several MIR tasks [12], and here we
demonstrate that they are also useful for the task of melody
transcription—all else equal, a Transformer [9] trained on
top of these audio representations achieves 27% better per-
formance on melody transcription than the same architec-
ture trained using handcrafted spectrogram features.

To complete Sheet Sage, our lead sheet transcription
system, we additionally train a chord recognition model
using Jukebox representations and data from Hooktheory.
Together, these two models give us estimated timestamps
for melody note onsets and chord changes, i.e., a MIDI-like
representation. Engraving this information as a lead sheet
requires additional information: key signature and metrical
structure. We estimate the former using the Krumhansl-
Schmuckler algorithm [13, 14], which takes the estimated
melody and chord information as input. For the latter, we
use madmom [15, 16] to estimate timestamps of beats and
downbeats, which we then use to quantize the estimated
melody and chord transcription to the nearest sixteenth
note. Finally, we engrave a lead sheet using Lilypond [17].
See Figure 1 for an overview of our system. More details
will be made available in a forthcoming publication.
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Figure 1. Inference procedure for Sheet Sage, our proposed system which transcribes multitrack audio into lead sheets
(scores which depict melody as notes and harmony as chord names). The blue, green, and yellow boxes respectively take
audio, features, and symbolic music data as input. Green boxes are modules that we built as part of this work—both are
Transformers [9] trained on their respective tasks using audio features from Jukebox [10] and data from Hooktheory [11].

Figure 2. The same note onsets engraved with ground
truth (top) vs. heuristic (bottom) offsets. We argue that
onset prediction suffices for melody transcription.

2. MELODY TRANSCRIPTION EVALUATION

Services like Chordify [18] already demonstrate that it is
possible to estimate all of the information needed for en-
graving lead sheets besides melody. Hence, we focus on
melody transcription for our evaluation of Sheet Sage. To
the best of our knowledge, Paiva et al. [19] were the first
to investigate melody transcription (rather than extraction).
The earliest work for which we could find code or audio
examples was that of Ryynänen and Klapuri [20], who pro-
vided example transcriptions from their HMM-based sys-
tem for 10 excerpts from the RWC Music Database [21].
To facilitate direct comparison, we base our quantitative
evaluation on this small dataset.

Metrics. To compare estimated transcriptions to
author-transcribed references, we report F1 for note on-
sets macro-averaged over the 10 excerpts, i.e., each ex-
cerpt is weighted equally. We chose this metric for two
reasons. First, among metrics commonly used to evaluate
piano transcription, Ycart et al. [22] provide evidence that
note onset F1 correlates most strongly with human judge-
ments. Secondly, in our setting where the primary goal is
producing human-readable melody transcriptions, we posit
that accurate onset prediction suffices—see Figure 2 for a
comparison of the same note onsets engraved with ground
truth vs. heuristically-determined offsets, which we argue
are similarly readable. Unlike most transcription evalu-
ations which compare estimated and reference transcrip-
tions with a tolerance (e.g., 50ms), here we quantize esti-
mated transcriptions to the nearest sixteenth note and com-
pare with no tolerance. Given that melodies engraved as
lead sheets are typically octave-shifted to read comfortably
in treble clef, we report the maximum F1 over all octave
shifts of the estimated transcription, i.e., estimated tran-
scriptions can get full credit if off by a fixed octave shift.

Method F1

Melody extraction [23] + Segmentation 27.7
Vocal isolation [24] + Transcription [25] 34.4

Allow abstain for non-vocal 46.5*

DSP features + HMM [20] 47.6
Spectrogram [26] + Transformer [9] 58.7
Sheet Sage (Jukebox [10] + Transformer [9]) 74.3

Table 1. Melody onset transcription performance of Sheet
Sage vs. other baselines. *Not directly comparable.

Baselines. In addition to [20], we compare our ap-
proach (training a Transformer on Hooktheory using Juke-
box audio features as input) to several baselines. To ab-
late the contributions of the Jukebox features, we train the
same architecture on the same data using the log-Mel spec-
trogram representation from [26], which was shown to be
a powerful representation for piano transcription. We ad-
ditionally report performance of combining a melody ex-
traction algorithm [7] with heuristic note segmentation. Fi-
nally, we measure the performance of feeding vocals iso-
lated by a source separation algorithm [24] to a mono-
phonic transcription system [25]. Because this method
has a detectable failure mode for music without vocals, we
additionally report its performance when abstaining from
such excerpts. Performance of all methods is in Table 1—
see our examples page for a qualitative comparison. 1

Analysis. Despite the small amount of evaluation data,
we find that Sheet Sage significantly outperforms all other
baselines (p < 0.01 using a two-sided t-test for paired sam-
ples). Sheet Sage achieves an average F1 score that is 27%
higher than that of the same architecture trained with hand-
crafted features, and 56% higher than the next strongest
baseline. Qualitatively speaking, transcriptions from Sheet
Sage are (on average) more faithful to the reference and
easier to read than those of other baselines. A primary fac-
tor is rhythm—other baselines commonly estimate onsets
a sixteenth note off, jeopardizing readability.

Discussion. On other pop music (see examples 1 ),
Sheet Sage often produces near-perfect melody transcrip-
tions, and can even track the melody across instruments.
However, it occasionally struggles, especially with certain
vocal styles, multiple monophonic harmonies, or poor in-
tonation. Sheet Sage is also limited by its current system
design: it can only transcribe up to 25 seconds of audio in
3/4 or 4/4 and cannot handle key or time signature changes.
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